Threni II, 6 a .
In connection with Prof. Praetorius' happy suggestion (Zeitschrift XV p, 145) to read at the beginning of this difficult verse I would like to suggest that by taking the first as an abbreviated term for 1JTID ^PiN an^ here applied -somewhat as in ψ 74, 4 -to the temple, the difficulty vanishes and we would have in the words nn# ήχο (forming the shorter half of the kind stanza) the explanation of the metaphor implied in 'tott'N |DJD ΟΏΓΡΙ. It may be noted that in II, 1 the temple of Jerusalem is referred to in the post-exilic expression V^yulPl; and in further justification of taking Hoed also as a poetic term for the temple, we may point to the phrase VipnjnD ψ 74, 8 1 ) for 'synagogues'. The Jewish commentator Rashi seems to have had this explanation in mind in interpreting nviD as 'the holy of holies'. By accepting the interpretation proposed, we would have i;j;iD used in this chapter in no less than three different nuances (1) temple (v. 6 a ) (2) festival in general (v. 6 b ) (3) ijjTID DV (v. 7. c) -some specific festival perhaps Passover, as the Targum -ΝΠΟΟΤ MDV -suggests.
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*) In general ψ 74 bears a strong resemblance to the 2<* chapter of Threni, as L hr in his commentary (1894, pp. 5 -10) has recognized.
